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ABSTRACT

This thesis argues the rigidity of custody adjudications in the Egyptian Law owing to the indeterminate legal terms and Islamic rules that guide the decision-making process of custody cases. It also proposes reconsideration of the best interest principle’s guiding criteria and custody Shari'a presumptive rules in light of the subjective interpretation of the judges in custody related matters. The principle of best interest (BI) which is the prevailing guiding criterion in regulating all matters related to children, particularly in custody-related decisions. Even though the principle has been present in international law at the beginning of the 20th century, there is no consensus on its definition and the term itself is ambiguous. The definition is highly contested with regards to governing custody settings or arrangements. While in Muslim and Arab countries, Shari’a presumptive rules guide the current legal reasoning particularly in custody after marriage dissolution. I argue that these rules require a scrutiny of the requirement of its application in the custody decision making process. I take Egypt as a model showing the limited transformation in custody rules. Finally, I reflect on some legal practices in custody adjudications in Australia and Tunisia to explore the best practices beyond the best interest and Islamic rules, introducing a reform proposal to illuminate a tangible path toward reform of custody legislation in Egypt in light of the indeterminacy of legal terminology and the presumption of Shari'a.
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I. INTRODUCTION

"Children are not mini persons with mini rights, mini feelings, and mini human dignity. They are vulnerable human beings with full rights which require more, not less protection."\(^1\)

Deputy Secretary-General, Council of Europe (2005)

A- Background

The 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, adopted by the United Nations General Assembly, marks a significant step in recognizing the well-being of children around the world. This convention is playing significant role in all decisions and actions concerning the child. The term 'best interest of the child' stated in Article (3) of the Convention has become the fundamental principle for legal decisions in family law courts in most countries.\(^2\) Article (18) states that the best interests of the child are the parent's basic concern. The term BIC has received its popularity on the academic level more than any other term mentioned in the treaty.\(^3\) However, the convention does not provide guiding criteria on what establishes the best interest of the child. There is no consensus among scholars or the members of the general committee of the UNCRC about what constitutes the best interest of the child, and there is a clear gap in the agreement of certain criteria that should be considered when determining the best interest for the child, particularly after marriage dissolution. While in countries that honor Islamic legal tradition, jurists base their assumptions about child welfare in custody-related matters on presumptive calculations such as the child’s custody termination of age, the marriage restrictions of the mother, the religion of the custodian, and lifestyle choices.

These presumptive rules that assume to be working in the interest of the child have governed custody adjudications in Islamic countries from the sixteenth century until today. This contributes to the solidification of legal terms, but also to substantively rigid custody rules.

---


These presumptive rules may be rebutted since they are not divine, but in some cases they seem to be inflexible and not logical or even convincing, as will be tackled later.4

As will be discussed later in this paper, the BI term began to be used primarily by state and international actors to protect the welfare of children from mistreatment by their legal guardians. In Egypt, the state's responsibility to protect the interests of children is enshrined in law. According to Article 1 of Egyptian Child Law No.126 for 2008, the state's role is to protect children and provide appropriate conditions for their upbringing to ensure their dignity and freedom. The rights of children as stated in the Convention on the Rights of the Child and other relevant international covenants must also be guaranteed in Egypt.

Given this context, it is worth noting that the state plays a significant role in protecting children's rights through various state actors such as the Probate Prosecution (Al-niyaba Al-hisbya), the Juvenielle Court, and the Administrative Judiciary Court.

When it comes to the financial affairs of children, the Probate Prosecution, which is under the authority of the general prosecution, regulates the financial transactions and properties of minors in accordance with Law 99 of 1947. These transactions are subject to complicated procedures overseen by the public prosecutor. The judge decides whether minors have the right to manage their financial affairs based on the evaluation of the best interest of the child and after hearing the statements of the child's guardian.5

When a child commits a crime, the state intervenes by establishing juvenile courts. "The Juvenile Court shall have exclusive jurisdiction to consider the matter of the child when he is accused of a crime or subjected to delinquency," according to Article (122) of Law No. 12 of 1996 promulgating the Child Law. The judges of the juvenile court examine the child's circumstances, home environment, family status, and the reasons that led them to commit the crime with the assistance of social workers.6

Meanwhile, for administrative decrees that govern custody arrangements in family courts, the state gives the Court of Administrative Justice (CAJ) of the state council the authority to overturn these decisions, particularly if they may cause harm to the child and work against the child's best interests. This occurred in 2019, when the CAJ repealed the ministrial decree

5 http://site.eastlaws.com/GeneralSearch/Home/ArticlesTDetails?MasterID=306&related

6 https://www.cc.gov.eg/judgment_single?id=111147296&ja=150446
1078/2000 regulating the child's vision in certain locations (youth centers, social or sports clubs, public gardens, motherhood and childhood centers) with certain hours between three and five hours that may not be suitable for the child in the location, time, and psychological environment. The decision was canceled because the Administrative Judiciary Court found an omission and overruled of the judge's authority in the decision. However, this cancellation serves the best interests of the child, which should be considered on an individual basis rather than being generalized through such decisions.7

Thus, the BI application is being mainstreamed in Egypt through various state stakeholders on the basis of protection provision and the preservation of the child's dignity in accordance with international conventions. However, the judge's discretionary power remains the primary player in determining what is best for the child from a subjective standpoint.

B- SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Ultimately, custody disputes gain their complexity from being part of the post-divorce proceedings where the issues of allocation and custodian lifestyle are auxiliary. This means that we have both partners who are engaged in a divorce settlement and at the same time involved in the arrangements of the child custody.8 Thus, the term of the best interest is presented in the context of its conflict or competition with other interests, such as the interests of parents.

The literature covering this area is sparse and more work should be done to consider children's welfare particularly in Egypt. This maybe returns to the difficulty of the legal situation in custody related issues. As described by John Elston, "Few legal situations are as agonizing as child custody disputes in divorce cases."9 He explains that the situation is painful as it involves two parties: the parents and the children. Also, custody disputes are traumatic even for the judges, who report that they are very hard to decide on.10

10 Id.
C- SCOPE

The paper proposes a reassessment of the guiding criteria of the best interest principle and Shari‘a presumptive rules in custodial disputes in light of the absence of well-defined term of BI. It questions the issue of self-abstraction that may be one of the major challenges while interpreting the situations that child can live and making decisions in the name of his/her interest. I am not asking for these principles and laws to be debunked, but what I am discussing is having a set of criteria that would guide the decision of the judge instead of having adjudications under the name of child’s best interest while it is fully based on individual opinion.\footnote{Jean Zermatten, The Best Interests of the Child Principle: Literal Analysis and Function, The International Journal Of Children's Rights, 18(4), 483-499. (2010)}

Also, this paper reflects on some of advanced legal practices of countries to identify the best interests of the child in custodial disputes to better advocate for the children’s rights such as Australia and light reforms in Tunisia that would give insights into the way forward to have a reformist proposal in custody law in Egypt.

D- METHODOLOGY

I will go through the texts of international conventions to analyze the development of BI term. Also, I will show the different opinions of Islamic legal schools in some custody rules and its impact on the child's wellbeing. Finally, through my interview with family law attorney, I will analyze the interview transcript and try to incorporate my observations in my argument.

My paper includes three chapters. Chapter one sets out the origin and the evolution of the BI term in the international legal framework, more precisely, human rights instruments. Since this guiding principle is the legal construct of custody adjudications in many domestic laws, it is important to shed light on the evolution of the term in the international context. It also reflects on the controversial debate surrounding the term which has prevailed in most literature and on other platforms tackling the concept.

Chapter two discusses the elements that were considered in the early interpretation of Islamic jurisprudence as protective factors for the child’s well-being, particularly when it comes to custody issues after separation. I elaborate on the presumptive rules or the legal reasoning of different Islamic schools that guide the custody adjudications in most of countries following Shari‘a as a source of Law, including Egypt. The purpose of this reflection, as mentioned before, is the assumption of its indeterminacy that produce solid and rigid adjudications that can be rebutted in certain situations. Also, in this chapter, I analyze my field notes from the
interview of a lawyer specialized in personal status law and also some notes from Law cases in custody in Egypt.

Chapter three studies legal practices in Australia and Tunisia. And to what extent these legislations and its applications considered the child’s welfare in custody disputes. Exploring the best practices of these models illuminates a tangible path toward reform of custody legislation in Egypt in light of the indeterminacy of legal terminology and the presumption of Shari'a.
II. BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD IN THE INTERNATIONAL LAW

The concept of the child’s best interest has a long, and controversial history. The debates surrounding BI of the child continue to today. This chapter looks at the historical development of the term BI to see how this indeterminate was developed to guide all matters related to the child. I will start by reflecting on the history of the development of the western term BI. It begins with a historical perspective of the term BI followed by the evolution of the term BI in the human rights instruments, it concludes by the debates on the indeterminacy of the BI in different academic and practical fields.

A. Historical perspective of BI term

Gaining a historical perspective of child best interest’s supports an understanding of the development of the term in the western societies and how they did perceive it. The in-depth search of the roots of the term BI guides the researchers interested in the field of child’s custody to understand how the term was historically developed and provide a framework within which the key point of my dissertation can be understood, which is the indeterminacy of legal term would result in rigidity and inflexibility of the decision making process in custody adjudications of the term in custody.

The child's best interest is a concept that already has historical origins in Western and Islamic jurisprudence. Today, it does not only incorporate international agreements and treaties but also dominates the decision-making process in the family courts with regard to post-separation parenting conflicts.

one of the arguments of BI term that was established in favor of some gender. However, there has been a move away from gendered and moral assumptions on what is best for children in terms of child’s well-being to focus on the needs and rights of children.12

The term BI shaped the social morals and standards of the societies as Moloney illustrated that Social values and standards emerged out of the best interests of children, and the law that inspired modern laws, such as those Canada, Australia, and Britain, goes back to Roman law.13 The Roman concept ‘Paterfamilias’ was based on many factors, including the father's


13 Id at 40.
ability to provide financial support, schooling, and the assumption that children were the property of their father.\textsuperscript{14}

An example of this is Kelly's 1994 study of a household male being the primary legal decision-maker in the early Roman Republic, which ultimately gave him full custody of his descendants and absolute power to even trade and sell his children.\textsuperscript{15}

In English common law, the father was the family member who had control over all the children's concerns as he was considered the primary guardian of the child. This guardianship allowed the father to have absolute power and the legal right to support, protect, and educate his children.\textsuperscript{16} In contrast, a mother's role was described in terms of nurturing and caring for her children.

When the industrial revolution took place in Britain in the eighteenth century, men had to find work, and women became the center of the household.\textsuperscript{17} Consequently, the courts at these times provided the custody of the children to their mothers. This approach was based on the biological features of the mother to provide care for her children. While in Islamic discourse, the father is the natural guardian of his children in property and personal matters.\textsuperscript{18} The role of women as a legal custodian prevailed the Islamic legal tradition and the word "basic interest" or "child welfare" has been used to refer to the well-being of children, which is under the primary responsibility of the mother.\textsuperscript{19}

In the eighteenth century, when divorce cases grew more common, fathers' applications in the court were submitted to prove that the mother was incapable of being the custodian.\textsuperscript{20} At this point, the judges started to consider the welfare of the child in the decision-making


\textsuperscript{15} Joan B. Kelly, \textit{The Determination Of Child Custody}, The Future of Children, 121 (1994).

\textsuperscript{16} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{17} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{18} In Shari'a, there are two forms of guardianship; the first is the guardianship of the person and the second is the guardianship of property, where the first is defined as the power and conduct of the ward’s personal affairs, such as marriage, schooling, discipline, medical treatment, career prospects, and the second is the power to conduct, administer and conclude contracts and other legal conduct. In case the death of father, the guardianship goes to a male relative or appointed guardian.


process, particularly in divorce cases.\textsuperscript{21} Consequently, calls to have gender-neutral laws in custody matters were mainstreamed.\textsuperscript{22}

When the best interest term began to float around the international legal system, some argued that there had been a shift from the traditional family relationship to the state since it was claimed that children did not receive proper treatment and support from their legal guardians.\textsuperscript{23} There was a need to provide a system within which the relationship between the family and the state could be more controlled. Gradually, society has become more involved in the well-being of children, and protection laws and educational responsibilities have arisen in developed countries.

\textbf{B. Evolution of the BI Concept in Human Rights Instruments}

The evolution of the BI concept in human rights instruments is rarely traced and mostly referred in the 1989 United Nations Conventions for the Rights of the Child. However the coming section will reveal the evolution of the term of term in the Human rights instruments earlier than 1989 UNCRC.

\textbf{1. 1902 Hague Convention.}

The Guardianship Convention 1902 or the Hague Convention, was the first convention to question the guardianship of minors. This convention was a clear translation of the shift that has happened from traditional family relationships, to the point where the state has an interest in children who are its subjects. It connected children to the state through nationality, which was shared, by force of the law, with the father.\textsuperscript{24} Through this convention, the state gives itself the right to take the necessary steps or legal measures when a household fails to provide protection for its children.

The purpose of the Convention is to safeguard the guardianship of minors and govern by the law through local authorities in case of a failure of the responsible guardian. In Article 7 of the 1902 convention stated that where no appointment of a guardian had been made, or in urgent

\begin{flushright}


\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.}

\end{flushright}
cases, the local authorities, presumably of the place where the minor was present, could take
temporary measures for the protection of the person of the minor or its (property) interests.\textsuperscript{25}

\section*{2. 1924 Geneva Declaration of the rights of the child}

The concept of protection or safety of the minors was strengthened by the Geneva Declaration through its five principles, which added further pillars to the principle of protection, including the well-being of children, the right to growth, assistance, relief, and safety, particularly after the first world war. The Geneva Declaration was the first to discuss children’s rights. In the context of the declaration, children’s rights to be protected against slavery, child labor, child trafficking, and child prostitution were prioritized.\textsuperscript{26}

The Geneva Declaration was a major effort to recognize the obligations states have towards children, and it was concerned with the children’s rights to access the basic needs which are essential to their spiritual and material development.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, this declaration was a pillar to recognize children’s fundamental right, though it was not legally binding.

The Geneva declaration of the rights of the child was based on the principle that “mankind owes to the child the best it has to give.” In fact, this principle was embodied in its preamble. It reads as follows: By the present declaration of the rights of children, men and women of all nations, acknowledging that humanity owes the best it has to give, declare and embrace as its obligation to the child."\textsuperscript{28}

However, it was not determined what is best for the child that should be provided. The declaration offers more a rhetorical text than a legal guiding instrument in children’s rights.

\section*{3. 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights}

This convention states that everyone, including children, has a right to a quality of life that is appropriate for their health and well-being. The basic rights refers to food, clothes, housing, medical care, and other required social services. This declaration did not add too much to the Geneva Declaration. The only shift was in addressing the right of the child for education.

\textsuperscript{25} See Article (7), Hague convention 1902.

\textsuperscript{26} https://www.humanium.org/en/geneva-declaration/


Whereas, It puts the burden on the parents to determine what is best for the child, with no clear-cut obligation nor consequences if the parents fail to provide the education a child needs.

4. 1959 Declaration of the Rights of the Child

Unlike, the dominant knowledge in the academia that the best interest concept was first introduced in 1989 UNCRC, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Declaration of the Rights of the Child in 1959 Geneva should be marked as the first convention containing the term of BIC. Whereby the child protection has become from the significant field in the international society. It is worth noting that for the first time, the term best interest is clearly set out in principles 2 and 7 of the Convention;

The child shall enjoy special protection, and shall be given opportunities and facilities, by law and by other means, to enable him to develop physically, mentally, morally, spiritually and socially in a healthy and normal manner and in conditions of freedom and dignity. In the enactment of laws for this purpose, the best interests of the child shall be the paramount consideration.

The convention stipulated rights to name and nationality, as well as attempts to ensure that children grow up in caring and understanding households, preferably with their mothers, and free and compulsory education.

Also, the declaration put more weight on the importance of the psychological well-being of the child inside the family. However, the 1959 convention did not reflect on the best interest standard in child custody disputes.

5. 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

The 1966 ICCP convention was the first to acknowledge the rights of the child in circumstances of dissolution of marriage, where, in Article 23, (4), the State Parties are to take the necessary steps for the protection of the child., state parties are legally obliged to create a legal as well as an institutional framework within their domestic legal and judicial frameworks in order to ensure what is best for the child in dealing with issues such as custody and guardianship in cases of divorce. Also, Art. 24 puts an obligation on the family and

http://humanrts.umn.edu/instree/k1drc.htm
society to provide the protection of the child's right in general and the best interest in particular.\(^{31}\)

### 6. 1989 UNCRC convention between popularity and inconsistencies

The most recent reference for the best interests principle originated from the 1989 UNCRC, which suggested that BIC be the primary consideration in all actions that concern children regardless of whether the action was undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities, or legislative bodies.\(^{32}\)

1989 UNCRC adopted by the UN General Assembly in November 1989 on the rights of children within the international legal system. Poland's initiative aimed to adapt the terms of the 1959 Declaration of the Rights of the Child, which was officially non-binding, so that they could be included in a legally binding treaty.\(^{33}\) However, the 1989 convention expands upon the ten articles of the 1959 declaration, consisting of 54 articles tackling different facets of the child's life.

The most famous article of the CRC is Article 3 of the Convention which reinforces the guiding principle of the “best interests of the child to be a primary consideration in all actions,” where “all actions” is a very generic term that do not specify certain interventions. Some scholars have called for limiting this phrase by adding the word “official” to actions. However, this means to exclude the best interest of the child from the parental domain.\(^{34}\) And this is not always applicable, especially in custody-related matters, since measuring or assessing the parents’ capacity and interventions in regulating the best interest of the child are essential.

The debates continue to criticize some other terms like best interest should be “primary” or “paramount”. This debate took place in the 1980’s by the Human Rights Commission Working Group. Some see it as a different way of defining the terms, and other delegates in working group expressed their concern that the use of the word “paramount” in the revised Polish draft was too large and could affect the rights of others, including parents.\(^{35}\) Nevertheless, as


\(^{33}\) [https://legal.un.org/avl/pdf/ha/crc/crc_ph_e.pdf](https://legal.un.org/avl/pdf/ha/crc/crc_ph_e.pdf)


\(^{35}\) Degol and Dinku , *Supra* 28 at 327.
Philip Alston observed, such formulation would “impose a burden of proof on those seeking to achieve a non-child centered result to demonstrate that, under the circumstances, other feasible and acceptable alternatives do not exist.”\textsuperscript{36}

Meanwhile, this argument that using “paramount” could affect the rights of the other parties is reflected in Quranic verses, “No soul is to be tasked except according to its capacity: neither the mother shall be made to suffer harm on her child’s account, nor the father on account of his child.”\textsuperscript{37} This verses negates the term “paramount consideration” as it calls for a balance between the interests of the parents and the child. At the end the term “primary consideration” was adopted and the justification for that is that BI requires inclusive measures by all state bodies.\textsuperscript{38}

Other provisions of CRC reinforce the principle of the best interest, like Article 18, which sets out the general responsibility of the state and the family or guardian of the child. This provision imposes an international legal obligation on state parties to make every effort to ensure that the idea that both parents share responsibility for the child’s upbringing and development is accepted. States have an obligation to set up administrative structures, formulate policies, and pass legislation to provide facilities and programs, such as child-care programs for working parents’ children. This may, in effect, establish a favorable situation in the performance of the responsibilities of working parents to give the child what is best. However, these responsibilities may differ from one context to another based on religion, social attributes, or cultures.

While in terms of marriage dissolution, Article 9 clause 3 of CRC points out the right of the child in a situation of separation between both parents, but does not provide clear mechanisms in the situation of marriage dissolution.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{37} Verses “233”, Soret Al-Bakra
  \item \textsuperscript{38} Committee on the Rights of the child, General comment no. 5/2003 (34\textsuperscript{th} session on the general measures of implementation of the convention on the rights of the child) 19 September/2003. Online: \url{http://docstore.ohchr.org/SelfServices/FilesHandler.ashx?enc=6QkG1d%2fPPRiCAqhKb7yhsiQql8gX5Zxh0cQqSRzx6Zd2%2fQsDnCTcaruSeZhPr2vUeyjbn8t6GSlfheVp%2b5HTLU2Ub%2fPZZtQWn0jExFVnWuhlBbqgAij0xWBoFGbK0c}
States Parties shall respect the right of the child who is separated from one or both parents to maintain personal relations and direct contact with both parents on a regular basis, except if it is contrary to the child's best interests.\textsuperscript{39}

The wide acceptance of the CRC meant that it was spared much harsh criticism. Or in another sense, The 196 states that ratified the convention agreed to demonstrate how committed they are to children's rights. Thus, it is accepted as a canon for children's rights, ignoring the texts of other conventions that could give more meaning to children's rights, as discussed above. Some scholars, such as Archard, argue that the UNCRC is a “codification of children's rights,” defining “a recognizable canon of thought on children's rights.”\textsuperscript{40} Others, such as Holzscheiter, argue that the CRC convention is the primary driving force behind a global culture of children's rights that dominates international policy on children.\textsuperscript{41}

Drawing on the above, it is clear that scholarly work has not provided much to address the gaps of the CRC. However, the work that has been done in this area tackled certain critical points that appeared in the drafts of the convention. Among these critical points is “there was a consensus to accept the vagueness in language in order to finalize the convention, otherwise the other alternative would be the failure of the state parties to have an instrument of human rights for children.”\textsuperscript{42}

Tobin contends that the state parties have given little weight to the agreement on fundamental concepts of children's rights, but have agreed on the concept of children's rights being recognized. Consequently, any disagreement with the publication of this convention under the name of the CRC convention has been set aside. However, the underlying moral vision remained unclear.\textsuperscript{43}

Surprisingly, the BI principle, as stated in Article (3) was never debated as per Alston's argument. He argued that the meaning itself of the term BIC was never debated even when one of the committee members raised the subjective character of the term.\textsuperscript{44} This confirms the divergence of UNCRC committee members to discuss the nature of BI term.

\textsuperscript{39} https://archive.crin.org/en/home/rights/convention/articles/article-9-separation-parents.html


\textsuperscript{43} Id at 42.

The 1990 African charter is significant as it puts more weight to the situation of marriage dissolution by providing the child with protection in marriage dissolution in article 18.

State Parties to the present Charter shall take appropriate steps to ensure equality of rights and responsibilities of spouses with regard to children during marriage and in the event of its dissolution. In case of the dissolution, provision shall be made for the necessary protection of the child. 45

**UNHCR (2006) guidelines**

The 2006 UNHCR guidelines concerning the formal mechanism to determine the best interests of the child in the refugees context.46

According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the term “best interests” broadly describes the well-being of a child. However, the provisional document on UNHCR Guidelines on the formal determination of the Best Interests of the Child released in May 2006 contended that it is not possible to give a conclusive definition of what is in the best interests of the child, as this depends on a variety of individual circumstances, such as the age and the level of maturity of the child, the presence or absence of parents, the child’s environment, and more. Later many guidelines were produced to provide international organizations with in-depth assessment tools to involve refugee child in decision-making processes related to their lives, including assessment of their psychological well-being and ability to be part of the decision-making process. However, the concept itself is absent from the 1951 refugee convention.

C. **Best interest: The inherent indeterminacy**

As illustrated above, The best interests of the child principle is regarded as the normative basis of children's rights., even though it remains vague and weak. Before analyzing the indeterminacy of the best interest term, Hohfeld's theory of rights has been extremely useful in offering in-depth insights into legal terminology and the use of language in formulating laws to direct decisions. It has served to demonstrate the utter ineptness of legal words like "title," "due process," "privilege," and "ownership." In view of Hohfeld's theory, I would add the term “best interest" to the list of terms that he criticizes in understanding the essence and function of rights. Hohfeld brilliantly indicates that the judicial decisions heard in court have provided ample proof of an embodied and unsuccessful propensity to confuse or mingle non-legal and non-legal

45 [https://www.achpr.org/legalinstruments/detail?id=46%20%C2%A0](https://www.achpr.org/legalinstruments/detail?id=46%20%C2%A0) Article (18) Protection of the family

46 [https://www.unhcr.org/4ba09bb59.pdf](https://www.unhcr.org/4ba09bb59.pdf)
legal amounts in any given question, which, in turn, consists of the complexity and vagueness of legal terminology.⁴⁷

This framework introduces the problem of definition that controls most of the child-related decisions in the national legislations. And thus it poses the questions of What are the mechanisms and criteria that qualify for defining this interest and who is assigned the task of determining this interest?

The definition of (BI) of the Child as found in the online legal dictionary is “BI of child is a standard used in family law to make decisions impacting a child in matters of adoption, child custody, guardianship, and visitation, among other issues. It is a subjective, discretionary test, in which all circumstances affecting the child are taken into account”.⁴⁸

Others, like Family law professionals in the United States of America, have defined best interests as the basic developmental interests such as physical, emotional, psychological, and intellectual care that children need to enter adulthood without disadvantage.⁴⁹

Jean Zermatten defined it as “the best interest for the child, as the legal tool that allows achieving the child’s well-being at the physical, psychological and social level, and it bears the duty on public and private institutions and structures to verify that this criterion is then taken into account when making a decision regarding the child and that it guarantees that the best interest of the child in the long term as the unit of measurement should be, and there should be competition between several interests”.⁵⁰

Apart from this inclusive definition provided by Zermatten, other definitions were for BI introduced the general Comment No. 14 of the Committee on the Rights of the Child. The definition of BI entails a threefold concept as below.⁵¹

The first concept is referred to as the interpretative legal principle: Supporting the most effective legal interpretation that works for the best interest of the child in case of conflict with more than one interpretation. A fundamental, interpretative legal principle: If a legal provision

---
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⁵⁰ Zermatten, supra 34 at 485.
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is open to more than one interpretation, the interpretation which most effectively serves the child’s best interests should be chosen. The rights enshrined in the Convention and its optional protocols provide the framework for interpretation. While the second concept is referred to as the substantive right where the Child is the right holder, and their interest should be taken as a primary consideration, when different interests are being considered in order to reach a decision on the issue at stake, and the guarantee that this right will be implemented whenever a decision is to be made concerning a child, a group of identified or unidentified children or children in general. Article 3, paragraph 1, creates an intrinsic obligation for States, is directly applicable (self-executing), and can be invoked before a court. And for the third concept which is the rule of procedure: Whenever a decision is to be made that will affect a specific child, an identified group of children, or children in general, the decision-making process must include an evaluation of the possible impact (positive or negative) of the decision on the child or children concerned. Assessing and determining the best interests of the child requires procedural guarantees. Furthermore, the justification of a decision must show that the right has been explicitly taken into account. In this regard, States parties shall explain how the right has been respected in the decision, that is, what has been considered to be in the child’s best interests; what criteria it is based on; and how the child’s interests have been weighed against other considerations, be they broad issues of policy or individual cases.

These three overarching definitions ascertain the lack of consensus on the term itself and offer more unclarity to the concept in public international law.

The concept of BI was highly debated by Robert Mnookin. In his paper “Child-Custody Adjudication: Judicial Functions in the Face of Indeterminacy.” Mnookin emphasises the principle's "indeterminacy," equating it to the concept of the lowest negative alternative. He contends that the principle itself is not appropriate for the child in as much as the inconsistency between the indeterminacy of the principle as a norm and the official legal procedures in regulating it and the prediction of the decision-making outcomes. Furthermore, he argues that adjudication usually requires the determination of the past facts, while the BI of the child requires predictive assumptions, literally speaking, Who would this child be better off with in the future?. Others described this standard as “very finely tuned” Mnookin does not only argue the indeterminacy of the best interest standard, but he also sees that using this standard in custody adjudications is unfair and insufficient since the child custody adjudications include both child protection and private settlement disputes which
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means it should not be one single substantive standard that governs all custody disputes. This reflects the inefficiency of the best interest standard in custody disputes as there should be two standards to perform the two functions of adjudication.

While in terms of application, Jonathan Todres argues, in line with Mnookin, the UNCRC does not give enough weight to the position of domestic courts in ensuring that children's rights are fully realised. He contends that the lack of adequate attention is the result of the absence of predictive law in legal discourse.  

While discussing the various interpretations of the BI term, it is important to shed light on some insights from the European Conference on the Best Interests of the Child, “a dialogue between theory and practice”. This conference was organized by the Belgian authorities, the Council of Europe, the Council of Europe Children’s Rights Division in order to emphasize the role of BIC, discuss more about the normative provisions of the term, and explore the challenges of decision makers while implementing the BI. This conference took place in Brussels in December 2014.

The participants in the conference included experts, policy makers and practitioners involved in decisions that have an impact on children's lives, as well as representatives of the major European institutions and non-governmental organizations protecting the rights of the child. The publication of this conference is very huge, however, I will shed the light on some of views presented on the BI term.

Among these views is Cantwell, International consultant on child protection policy, who argues that, despite the fact that the concept of "best interests of the child" is undefined, it has been mostly used as a guideline for making decisions about children. At the same time, in cases of parental divorce, courts in many countries have relied on the standard of best interest in custody and access. Moreover, he recognizes the ambiguity of the concept in any sense of human rights, and its rules of practice have not been properly discussed.
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In the same discussion, Jorge Cardona Llorens, Professor of Public International Law at University of Valenica and member of the committee on the rights of the child, tried to identify the other side of the coin and how the committee on the Rights of the Child in General Comment No.14 provided interpretations on the concept itself and the difficulty in fulfilling the term in the decision-making process.

Llorens, complains about the lack of guiding principles for evaluating and determining the child's interests. The concept's breadth allows for some leeway, which may allow the state to manipulate the child's best interests by protecting the parents' interests, especially in post-divorce proceedings, and by practitioners who dismiss the evaluation of the child's best interests.

The convention's nature is reflected in the concept of "the child's best interest." A child, for example, has the right to live with his or her parents under Article 9. He or she may, however, be removed from them by a court order if the decision is made in the best interests of the child. This is the case when a child is a victim of neglect or mistreatment from his own parents.58

Thus, the absence of the criteria for the BI of the child allows an individual interpretation for a case-by-case. In fact, the legal application of this concept is dependent on the decision-makers' understanding making it adaptable to a variety of circumstances. Aside from this positive feature, the definition can give decision-makers so much leeway that they can enforce their own version of BI of the child. Aida Grgić, a lawyer at the European Court of Human Rights, who works on the idea of best interests in juvenile justice and migrant children, discussed the importance of Article (8) of UNCRC. 59

Aida confirms that most cases that appear in the court that have provoked the court to have its jurisprudence related to the children are "family cases."60 Since the BI principle is left to the discretion of domestic judges, it may impede the enjoyment of family life. Consider the decision to give one parent custody of the child while denying the other. This is a violation of the convention's Article (8), which affirms the right to respect for family rights.

To conclude, first, through this legal framework, one could understand how the term BI was enshrined in many conventions with intentional ignorance on its credibility and consistency

58 https://www.humanium.org/en/the-childs-best-interest/
60 Id at 106.
when it comes to the field of implementation and application. Also, the debate on the UNCRC convention demonstrates the pressure put on the shoulders of the state to have an articulate, ratified text on the rights of the children far away from the real sufferings of the children in the court battles, especially when it comes to post-divorce disputes. This legal framework highlights the complexity, vagueness, and impracticality of the concept of BIC, as well as the undefined roles of family, society, and the state. Although some argue that there is an abrupt need to address this relation to protect the child, this relation was not clearly identified.

Second, The term BIC itself was developed gradually in the legal framework with very limited application and unclear guidelines and principles that describe the child’s well-being.

Third, consensus and the theory of clarity are missing in the best interests of the child. In addition, in family matters where there might be a conflict of interest, it is strongly debated because the relationship between the children and their parents may be deeply strained, especially in the case of divorce. The main issue of the best interest standard emerges from the lack of uniformity with respect to what interests to consider, how to identify and weigh the various variables, and how to account for the evolving developmental needs of children over time. All these gaps, which have been analyzed by scholars, show that some vagueness and ambiguity have been enshrined in the CRC text since the early start of the writing phase. Calls for a re-opening of discussions on children's human rights and a review of the convention of CRC, in particular, are essential in the light of the current inconsistencies, tensions, and concerns.

The result of such ambiguity is that lawyers, court staff, and judges can view and emphasize different variables or interpret the same principles in diametrically opposite ways, such as consistency or stability, intended to support or favor the parent they serve or favor. Judges also make these agonizing decisions without specific guidance by depending on their own subjective value assessments and life experiences, leading to unevenness in outcomes even within jurisdictions.61

Thus, the key takeaway from this chapter is the development of the principle of the best interest in the western context, which provides no specific criteria for achieving what is considered the best interest. This term, which is seen as the central concept of all custody adjudications until this moment in family courts in many countries, remains ambiguous and problematic. This term requires a way out of it from comprehensiveness to privacy and from generality to accuracy in implementation and measurability in the extent of application.

III. BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD IN ISLAMIC JURISPRUDENCE

61 Elster, supra 6 at 2.
This chapter delves into the protective factors that Islamic jurisprudence consider to be in the interests of the child’s welfare, especially when in custody issues following the dissolution of a marriage. The chapter begins with exploring the protective factors of the child’s welfare as considered in different Islamic legal schools (madahib), followed by reflection on Bi term in the Egyptian custody law, discussing the reform in the custody law in Egypt since 1985.

A. Protective factors of child’s welfare in Islam

The protective factors in Islam are considered the presumptive rules that guide the custody adjudications in Muslim and Arab countries. These protective factors originally stem from one of the sources of Islamic Shari’a called Ijtihad. Ijtihad is generally understood as “the exertion of mental energy in the search of a legal opinion to the extent that the faculties of the jurist become incapable of further effort.”62 However, these protective factors consider as presumptive rules offered by Islamic legal thoughts. These schools of legal thought are referred to as madhāhib (sing. madhhab).63 Madhhab means that which is followed and, more specifically, the opinion or idea that one chooses to adopt.64

Hallaq argues that schools evolved from personal into doctrinal schools, where initially schools revolved around individual opinions, but later became more systematic.65 The Hanafi Madhhab dominates Egyptian custody rules in personal status law, which brings more rigidity to custody adjudications, which could negatively affect the child’s well-being.66

Furthermore, the term "best interest of the child" has been enshrined in Egyptian law, allowing judges to decide what is best for the child based on their cultural experience and the judge's subjective understanding of custody adjudications.

Thus, Ahmed Fekry Ibrahim argues that Islamic custody law reflects the hybridity between presumptive Islamic rules and the Euro-American concept of best interest. As a result, child
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custody law falls short — caught between the vagueness of the best interest doctrine and the presumptive rules of Islamic tradition.67

Various terms were used to indicate the well-being of the child in premodern Islamic legal discourse. However, it was not used in a technical sense as the best interest principle in modern times. Instead, it reflects the importance of caring for children and providing them with appropriate care. These terms are "the benefit of the child" (Manf'at al-wald), "the welfare of the child" (Maslahat al-walad), and "the good fortune of the child" (Maslahat al-walad) (hazz al-walad).68

Regardless of these terms, The aim of custody law, according to jurists, is to promote the protection of the children. Jurists, wards, custodians, and guardians all have rights that are intertwined. When a conflict arises, all jurists prioritize the child's most fundamental interests to avoid harm to the child's physical health or moral uprightness. To elaborate, when there is a tension between the child's right to be cared for and the custodial parent's right to claim custody, the child's well-being takes priority in marital conflicts.69

By putting the child's rights at the center of any conflict related to them, Islamic jurisprudence advocated for moving away from the ancient practice of slaying their children, especially the girls who were afraid of poverty and shame.70 They also followed the Prophet's instructions to support the good treatment of children and the elderly. The Prophet said, "He is not one of us who does not have mercy on young children or the elderly."71

Child custody appears to be one of the most complicated issues because custody decisions are based on Ijtihad opinions instead of inheritance and divorce cases, which draw the majority of their legal rules from the Quran (Soret Al-Nesa2). Thus, this brings us to question how the first source of Islamic Law (Quran) addressed the child's welfare.

The Quran only emphasized the importance of marriage and having children and appropriately celebrating and breastfeeding them. Despite the fact that the Quran contains no

67 Id at 8.
69 Fekry, supra 19 at 4.
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verse addressing custody conflicts, Islamic jurists agree that the mother should be the custodian because (Ayat al Radha’t) states that a mother should breastfeed her child for two years if she wishes. As a result, during the child’s first years of life, the mother should be responsible for his upbringing and care. While protecting the child’s rights in marital disputes, Ijtihad and schools of legal thought brought presumptive rules based on their own subjective opinion even if these rules are justified from their end. This demonstrates that custody law is not divine and that it could be subjected to reform.

To know more about these presumptive rules that still govern the custody adjudications in most Islamic and Arab countries, I will introduce the commonly used terms that are still enshrined in Islamic countries’ personal status law.

1. Definition of Custody (Hadanah)

There is a distinction in Islamic jurisprudence between raising a child and caring for the child’s affairs such as property, discipline, and education, which is known as "guardianship." Both, however, contribute to the well-being of the child and have different legal implications.

Custody (hadanah) is derived from (hodn), which means to hug someone, and has also been used to enlist the help of a nurse, raise a child, and provide care.

It can also refer to the place where the child is raised or nurtured for an extended period. Hadanah is a term that refers to the protection provided to those who are unable to act for themselves, such as a child or a mentally ill person, of the care provided to them, such as their food, drinks, and so on, in order to promote whatever they may benefit from. Because this term appears to have an emotional and physical connotation, jurists believed it was best suited to the Islamic legal system of custody. As a result of her nature of providing care and compassion to her children, mothers are granted the right to custody.

---
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2. Types of guardianship

There are two types of guardianship in Islam. The first type is guardianship of person is the authority and responsibility for managing the child’s personal affairs, such as marriage, education, discipline, or medical care. And the second type of guardianship is guardianship of property, which is the authority to conduct, administer, and conclude contracts and other legal transactions involving the child's property. According to the jurists, a male representative (either the father or male relatives in the case of the father's death) is the natural guardian (Wali) of the minor child’s self and property. This is not to say that the rule of assuming that a male representative should be the guardian of property and self does not always result in the child's welfare, especially after the marriage disintegrates. Sometimes a mother who assumes full responsibility for her child can better manage her children's property, especially if she is the custodian because she is more aware of their needs. As a result, some argue that the relationship between custody and guardianship is hugely complicated in terms of rights and duties. As Jasmine Moussa commented, "Nonetheless, the overriding consideration in appointing the guardian is the right of the father followed by the grandfather and the agnatic line, even where the children are in the mother’s exclusive custody."

Islamic Law assumed that women could not manage their children's financial affairs and thus limited their role to providing care only. However, in today's social context, where the father is not always the sole financial provider and the mother shares financial responsibility, the right to "guardianship of person and property" should be granted to her as well.

To summarize, Islamic jurisprudence considers the father to be the child's natural guardian, even when the mother takes on the role of the custodian in divorce cases. This assumption is due to the father's legal obligation to pay alimony (nafaqa) to his child. While mothers retain custody until a certain age, which, as we will see later, was not agreed upon in Islamic fiqh, or

---
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until the child is questioned by the court to choose which parents they would continue living with. As a result, both forms of custody are advantageous to the child.

3. Conditions of the Custodians

According to Islamic Law, to be a custodian, you must meet certain requirements. The jurist considers these conditions assuming that they are serving the interest (maslahah) of the child. The principle of maslahah (interest) of the child has become the foremost guiding principle in determining custody rights.\(^80\)

According to some, the concept of maslahah is very relevant and applicable in Islamic law concerning the right of custody of a child. According to Islamic jurisprudence, maslahah can be divided into three categories based on the degree of priority, and these three categories of maslahah are discussed in detail below.\(^81\)

1. *Maslahah al-Dharuriyyat*, the essential, is mainly concerned with life, religion, intellect, and property.

2. *Maslahah al-Hajiyyat*, the complementary, in the case of hadanah, this type of maslahah aims to ensure a child's comfort and repel hardship from the child, such as providing healthy meals and comfortable housing.\(^82\) Based on this maslahah, it is the court’s responsibility that the custody of the child is awarded to the right person who is in the position to fulfill such needs of the child.

3. *Maslahah al-Tahsiniyyat*, the embellishment, in terms of custody, the custodian is encouraged to provide more than a child's basic needs to improve the child's quality of life.\(^83\)

There are several conditions which act as guidance for the judge to provide maslah to the child based on the abovementioned assumptions. They are legal capacity, trustworthiness, the ability to bring up the child, religion, marriage restrictions, and the termination of custody age.


\(^81\) *Id* at 2184.

\(^82\) *Id* at 2186.

\(^83\) *Id*. 
The first condition concerns legal capacity. In this case, the custodian must have full legal capacity, must have reached the age of puberty and maturity. A minor or insane person is ineligible to be a custodian because they require supervision themselves. The mother, according to Hanafi school, is the most qualified to have custody of her children.

In addition to legal capacity, the second condition is trustworthiness. The custodian must have a set of moral standards to be qualified for custodianship, as it is in the child's interest to follow someone with good moral qualities. The appearance of the custodian has no bearing on this condition. If there is any doubt about the trustworthiness of the would-be custodian, the case should be decided by a judge using his discretion, and evidence should be presented.

The third condition concerning the ability to bring up the Child. The capacity of the custodian to care for the child determines this condition. For example, the absence of any physical defect or disease that would render a person incapable of caring for the child, evidence of negligence, physical or emotional abuse, and so on. These conditions are set for all custodians, male or female, in general. If the custodian is a woman, additional conditions must be met as below.

The fourth condition concerning the religion. According to the jurists, a non-Muslim cannot be an ahl al-hadah. However, when a mother is non-Muslim, this contradicts the assumption that the mother is, by nature, more passionate and caring. However, it does not state explicitly that non-Muslim mothers are barred from caring for their children. Table (1) shows Madahib Opinions on the custody of Non-Muslims.
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**Table 1 Madahib Opinions on the Custody of Non-Muslims**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hanablis(^\text{87})</th>
<th>Hanafi(^\text{88})</th>
<th>Malik(^\text{89})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Muslim is ineligible for custody.</td>
<td>Non-Muslims have the right to custody as long as the child is not subjected to any religious harm. This is based on prophetic opinion when there was a dispute over custody of the children between a Muslim and a non-Muslim woman. The prophet granted the child the right to choose, implying that a non-Muslim could have custody.</td>
<td>This school maintained that the child may remain in the care of a non-Muslim mother as long as the child is well-cared for, and that if there is a fear that the mother will raise the child in a religion other than Islam, the child should be removed from this environment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, although different points of view appear to provide flexibility in deciding to protect the child's religion, the main goal is to prevent the child's right to follow other religions than Islam.

While the fifth condition is the marriage Restriction. According to Islamic jurists, a female custodian does not have the right to keep the right of custody if she marries someone who is not mehrem (other than their relatives) to the child after her divorce. This is also based on a prophetic tradition: "If you do not marry, you have more right to get the custody than him." This is based on the assumption that once the woman marries, she will be preoccupied with her duties as a wife, which would be against the child's interests.\(^\text{91}\)

Also, the second husband is regarded as a stranger who could treat the child in an unkind and unfair manner. This presumption does not apply if the custodian is the father and remarries another woman who may also treat the child unkindly or unfairly. However, some
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schools allow women to remarry while still having custody of their children. Table (2) shows the diversity of madahibs’ opinions regarding the marriage restrictions.

**Table 2 Madahib Opinions on Marriage Restrictions for the Custodian.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hanabli and Shafi 92</th>
<th>Maliki 93</th>
<th>Imam Ahmed 94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If the mother marries from Ahl al-hadhanah, custody will be terminated without any consideration.</td>
<td>This category has been extended to include the child's mahram, who may have a close relationship with the child, as well as the child's affections.</td>
<td>If the child is a girl, the female custodian's right was preserved if she is married until the girl is seven years old or until puberty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Islamic opinions (Hassan Al-Basri and Ibn-Hazm) state that even if the mother marries, the right will not be lost because the prophetic hadith is not authentic. Thus its ruling cannot be considered authoritative.95

Another presumptive factor that is very controversial is the termination of custody period condition and the different madahib opinions are illustrate below in table (3)

**Table 3 Madahib Views on Termination of Custody Age**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hanafis 96</th>
<th>Maliki 97</th>
<th>Shafi and Hanbalis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When a boy reaches puberty (7 years old), these schools assume that custody is terminated, and when a girl reaches puberty, differentiate between the girl who has reached puberty but has not had a previous marriage experience and the</td>
<td>The mother has custody of her son until he is able to communicate clearly, and the daughter has custody of her daughter until she marries.</td>
<td>The mother has the right to custody or upbringing of both son and daughter until the age of seven, according to Shafi‘i and Imam Hanbal. Children will be able to choose who they want to live with after this age.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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woman who has had a previous marriage experience. Whereas the first must relocate to her father, the second may leave wherever she pleases.

These age assumptions are rationalized based on the mother's essential role in providing love and care, and then the father has more effect in terms of guidance and discipline. However, I see that focusing on the age of custody, as mentioned above, might not lead to child protection in its whole essence. It should be taken on a case-by-case basis not to be mainstreamed in all cases.

Finally, residence comes as one of the child's well-being protective factor, whereas, Mothers and other female custodians who are usually granted custody cannot travel to another country with their children unless the father, who remains the guardian, consents. This is a significant problem nowadays, especially if the mother seeks better job opportunity abroad with a better income for her children rather than relying on alimony awarded by the court, which in some cases barely covers her children's basic needs.98

This rule exists because travelling can endanger the child and deprive the father of his right to visitation. Despite the fact that travel could be in the best interest of the child, this rule has not been amended, and the rule has remained rigid, as many presumptive rules are still used in current laws.

To summarize the previous section, given the variety of different madhabs, the child's welfare is considered in some presumptive rules, which allows judges in Islamic courts some flexibility to rationalize their adjudications based on them. However, some academics regard these rules as exhaustive.99

B. Best interest in the Egyptian Custody Law

Custody rules are included in Egypt's Personal Status Law and do not have separate laws. This complicates the custody adjudications as it intersects with other types of personal status legislation, especially divorce. In this section, I argue that although some transformations have been noted in the custody area through different Law modifications, some rules remain
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rigid and discretionary power given to the judges is rationalized based on Shar’ia presumptive rules of the Hanafi madhab. Whereas Hanafi Madhab was declared as the official Madhab to be applied in personal status adjudications. In 1897, the Egyptian Code of Organisation and Procedure for Family.\textsuperscript{100}

Before going through how the Egyptian Law tackled the term of the best interest, it is essential to reflect on the interpretation of the custody concept according to the Supreme Constitutional Court (SCC). The SCC has played a critical role in interpreting the provisions of Egypt's legislation regarding child custody to serve the child's best interests.\textsuperscript{101}

Another important definition of custody that the legislature defined is the Egyptian Supreme Court on May 15, 1993 in Case Number 7 for judicial year 8 is:

The legal essence of custody in Islamic law is that it constitutes a guardianship over the upbringing of a child (wilāya li-l-tarbiya) whose purpose is to guarantee attention and care for the child and his/her affairs during the early period of the child's life. Its fundamental principle is the child’s interest, which is achieved by keeping him/her at the side of the (woman) custodian – who is more entitled to raise him/her – as she is considered better capable of protecting, caring for and safeguarding the child and because tearing the child from her – while she is the most compassionate with the child, the closest to him/ her, the most aware of his/her needs and the most patient with the child – is harmful to the child in this critical period of his/her life, in which he/she is not independent in his/her affairs and cannot be entrusted to someone that is not trustworthy, who might eat [i.e. steal] from the child’s maintenance, feed the child the bare minimum or look down upon the child. Neither the Islamic shariʿa, in its explicit legal principles, nor the laws of the Orthodox Copts, mainly determined by the Holy Bible, establish limits for the age of custody that cannot be surpassed. This is because raising a child is a grave matter, which if affected by a defect even in some aspect, could lead to the loss (straying) of the child. Its range must therefore be limited by what upholds the child’s interests and what is more likely to spare him/her harm, considering that custody concerns the child’s benefit. Care for the child takes priority over any interest of any other party, even according to those who state that

\textsuperscript{100} Moussa, Supra 78 at 4.
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custody does not arise from the right of the child but also involves the rights of [the custodial woman] to whose care the child is entrusted.\textsuperscript{102}

This interpretation given by the Supreme Court confirms the idea that the custody rules are not divine, and the legal reasoning is based on Ijtihad, which is up to individual opinion. However, the custodians rules are still rigid.

C. Transformation of Custody Rules in the Egyptian Law

The transformation of custody rules in Egyptian law seemed to be very narrow in its perspective and fall short between the termination of custody age and the order of the father in the list of custodians. This is traced through the reflection on the constitutional amendments since 1985.

1. Constitutional Challenges of Law No.100 for year 1985

Law No.100 for the year 1985 witnessed many challenges on custody issues as it modified some basic rules in Law 25 for 1929, the age of custody termination and visitation rights. The principle of the child's well-being was argued in Law No. 100 of 1985, which increased the custody termination ages to ten for sons and twelve for daughters. While in some cases, the judge extended maternal custody to the daughter until she was 15 or until she married, depending on the judge's evaluation of the child's welfare.

Another consideration was also given to the psychological factor for the child's well-being concerning the place where visitation occurs. The law stipulates that visitation should be qualified for psychological well-being (Nafsyet El-Tifl) with no implications for any harm on the child, which is not the current case of visitation adjudications in current days if the parents disagreed on visitation.\textsuperscript{103}

However, before Article (20) of Law No. 100 of 1985, which specified that both parents had the right to see their children and that the grandparents had the same right if the parents were not present, no legislation discussed visitation specifically.\textsuperscript{104} The matter of arranging visitation (Ruya'a) was left to the parents under Law No. 100 of 1985. However, if they failed to agree, then a judge had the authority to arrange things in a way that would not be harmful.

\textsuperscript{102} Supreme Constitutional Court, Judgment in Case no. 7 of the 8th Judicial Year (15 May 1993), (translated by Jasmine Mousa). See Moussa, supra 81 at 23.

\textsuperscript{103} The common form of access that we see in many Muslim jurisdictions involves "seeing" (ru'ya) the child. In Egypt, it is not a living arrangement in which the child sleeps at the non-custodial

to the child's psychological well-being.\textsuperscript{105} If the custodial parent refuses to allow the other parent visitation, the law states that the judge may issue a notice to warn the custodian. If he or she refuses the other parent’s visitation, the judge has the right to pass custody to the next-in-line custodian temporarily.

However, due to the lengthy litigation in the Egyptian legal system, visitation conflict resolutions are futile, and the child is ultimately the one who suffers.\textsuperscript{106} Moreover, the non-custodial is often granted few hours per week in a public place determined by The Ministry of Justice. Although the Islamic jurists did not discuss the conditions of visitation, they asserted the right of Ru’ya to the non-custodial parents. Modern judges left this area with only minor conditions of places and hours without building a comprehensive nor stable visitation system, considering the child’s best interests.

Case No.7 of the eighth judicial year in 1993 questioned the constitutionality of Law No.100 of 1985, claiming that it violated articles (2) and (10) of the Egyptian Constitution. Article (2) states that “the values of Islamic Sharia are the primary source of legislation,” and Article (10) states that “the family is the pillar of society based on faith, morality, and patriotism.”\textsuperscript{107} The case stated that increasing the age at which custody is transferred and giving the judge more power in such transfers violated Arts. 2 and 10, even though the Supreme Constitutional Court stated that jurists have demonstrated that the child's interests are of paramount importance to a judge’s rulings. This is one of the jurisprudential issues on which opinions differ, where every point of view is considered responsible for what the judge deems to achieve good for the child within a framework of truth and justice.

Increasing the age of custodianship also ensures the child’s stability. However, the reason for raising the age was based on the Maliki School, which held off on determining the age until the child's well-being is stable (refer to table 3) and since ijtihad is permitted. The court added that the child's emotional and psychological well-being should be considered when deciding the ages of custody, and that holding the child with the mother would serve the child’s best interests. While what should be considered here is that Islamic Law itself does not determine any limits for the age of custodianship.\textsuperscript{108}

\textsuperscript{105} Id.

\textsuperscript{106} Supra 98.
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This ruling, issued in 1993, came after Egypt ratified the CRC in 1990. It strengthened the state's authority to grant judges broad discretion in determining what is best for children.

4. **Law No.12 for 1996 (Child Law)**

Influenced by CRC ratification in 1990, the concept of the best interest embedded in the 1996 Child Law. Most of its articles resemble the wording of CRC. Influenced by CRC ratification in 1990, the concept of the best interest embedded in the 1996 Child Law. Most of its articles resemble the wording of CRC. For example, Art. 3 states that all decisions and procedures relating to children, by whoever initiated and enforced, must prioritize the protection of the child and the child's interest. This is the same as Article (3), which states, "In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration."

5. **Law No.1 of 2000**

In Law no.1 for year 2002, Articled 70 granted the public prosecutor the authority to investigate and decide on the child's custody until the ruling court is issued.

6. **Law No.10 of 2004**

Law No. 10 for 2004 established the family courts to speed up litigation in custody disputes and for the child's best interest. These courts consist of three judges, one psychiatrist to help the judges, and a mediation office affiliated with the Ministry of Justice that should include social workers. Before resorting to litigation, a case should be referred to the mediation office at least fifteen days before litigation. Up to this point, it is too soon to judge the effectiveness of these offices in settling disputes. Their effectiveness has not been analyzed in any texts.

The word "best interest" (maslaha fudla) was first used in Art.10 of this Law to ensure that the court's decisions are made in the child's best interests. There is no reason why the legislator used this word, as Ahmed Fekry argues. The new legislation prioritizes social scientists to counsel judges about what is best for a specific child in a given case, as is usual in contemporary Euro-American jurisdictions.

7. **Law No.4 of 2005:**

---
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The Law No. 4 of 2005 achieved a victory according to women’s perspective in terms of extending the age of custody termination. The age of custodianship has been raised as an issue, considering an extension of the age to 15 for both genders based on Hanafi school. After that, the judges asked the child if they wished to continue living with the mother or be transferred to the father. So, instead of automatically transferring custody to the father at the age of 15 in Law 2000, the judge allowed the child to express their preferences. However, the law’s constitutionality was challenged in 2008, just like the Law 100 of 1985 and on the same grounds. The court used the same justification of the child welfare strategy rather than the women’s rights strategy.\textsuperscript{113}

8. Law No.126 of 2008: (Child Law)

Law No. 126 of 2008 came to assure that the child's best interests should take priority in all decisions and procedures relating to childhood. It also grants education guardianship to the female custodian.

Draft Personal Status Law

Since 1985, there have been areas of transformation in custody rules, as described in the preceding historical introduction. With any new draft of personal status law, however, constitutional challenges to custody rules remain debatable. On February 23rd of this year, the Egyptian Cabinet’s draft Personal Status Law was published in Egyptian media. The draft law has been referred to the joint committee on constitutional and legislative affairs of the parliament, where it will be further discussed and amended.

The draft Law sparked heated debate and opposition, particularly among men and women. The Egyptian Centre for Women’s Rights issued a press release condemning the draft personal status law, claiming that it is out of step with "current progressive times" and is founded on a regressive and rigorous jurisprudential school.\textsuperscript{114}

The new draft discussed custody rules in only a few articles, focusing on the father's priority to take custody of the mother and grandmothers of the family, the non-custodian's right to visit the child, which is primarily the father in the Egyptian context, and the guardian's rights to register the child's birth and choose his education.

\begin{flushleft}
\hspace{1.5cm}^{113}\textit{Id} at 218.
\end{flushleft}
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First, Article (89) of the draft law stipulated a change in the father’s priority to take over the custody of the child. Whereas the current situation is that the mother is the custodian according to the eligible conditions of the Islamic shari’a as discussed above. And if the mother died or re-married, the custody goes to the grandmother and if the grandmother does not fulfill the custodian conditions, it goes to the grandmother from the father’s side and it continues to go for the females from the family members of the mother’s side and then from the father’s side.

The reason for giving females priority custody is that females, by nature, are better able to provide care and emotions to children than males. While in the new draft, the father takes over custody after the grandmother, this does not take into account the child's BI, who will require someone to provide care, nutrition, and upbringing. The females argue that the father, who is busy working all day, will not be able to provide such care, and that the child’s rights to care must remain in the hands of female custodians in order to protect the child's rights. This is also the rule of Islamic Shari'a.

Second, the current law does not grant the non-custodial parent (father) the right to visitation and only regulates the vision rules. To clarify, visitation entails hosting the child for an extended period of time at the father’s home, whereas vision entails seeing the child in public for a short period of time (between 3 and 5 hours). Article (91) of the new draft states that non-custodial parents have the right to visit their children. It also limits the time period to no less than eight hours and no more than twelve hours per week, as long as it is between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.

However, the issue of visitation is very complex. The child who should be brought up in a balanced environment and has the right to live with both parents is the victim of the post marriage proceedings in the court. The males claim that they have the right to host and raise their children after separation, and that the vision prevents them from having such a connection or bond with their children. On the other hand, mothers claim that fathers intend to use visitation to exact revenge on the mother who requested the divorce or Khulu in front of the court, inciting the children to despise their mother. Clearly, the child is the only victim of this battle, in which the judge, with the assistance of social specialists, examines the entire circumstances of the divorce settings and decides on the best situation for the child on a case-by-case basis.
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The new draft law also addressed another gap by depriving the mother of her current right to obtain educational guardianship in order to choose the child's education. The mother, who is the custodian and manages the child's affairs, is unable to receive education guardianship, register the child's birth, or obtain a passport or identification card. And the new draft law only grants this right to the father, which may have negative consequences for the child's life.

Furthermore, if the father fails to submit proof of his actual income within fifteen days of receiving the court's statement, he faces a variety of penalties, including financial fines and restitution. However, the draft laws do not provide guidance in other critical areas such as marriage restrictions, children's participation in life decisions, and alimony deprivation cases.

As a result, the current draft law does not prescribe any solutions to family court issues, particularly alimony cases that can last for years with no protection for the child, nor does it address the issue of the child's best interests in the decision-making process. Also, it ignores the participation of relevant actors in proposing other custody issues to be tackled in this draft and affects the best interest of the child such as psychologists, Social therapists, child protection specialists, lawyers.

Thus, the key takeaway from this chapter have been, firstly, the argument about custody-age extension has been a priority for Egyptian feminists as an exclusive right for the mother after marriage dissolution and not necessarily on the grounds of the child’s best interest. Secondly, given that visitation (Ru’ya) is the right of parents, the process of its application does not consider the child's interest. Additionally, visitation (istidafa) remains a conflict or argument between male and female custodians.

Eventually, despite the narrow view of the child's welfare that focuses on determining the child custody age, Islamic jurisprudence appeared to be flexible in providing a wide range of rules that could be used on a case-by-case basis. While current Egyptian law follows only the

117 Moussa, Supra 78 at 25.
Hanafi Madhhab, it has made custody adjudications more rigid by not considering elements of the child's well-being that may differ from case to case. In light of these rules' rigidity, the discretionary power and subjective interpretation of the judge to the child's best interest make the situation more complex.

Thus, in Islamic Law, the custody issue is not divine, and involving faith in custody adjudications can be exploited by the judge's discretionary authority, which can be used subjectively with detrimental implications for the child.118

IV. BEYOND THE BEST INTERESTS

Some national legislation either in Western or Arab countries were able to recognize the indeterminacy of the BI term in governing the child's well-being, particularly, in the custody disputes. This chapter reflects on legal practices in custody adjudications in Australia and Tunisia as they introduced an advanced approach to legal reasoning in the context of BI's indeterminacy. These models illuminate a tangible path toward reform of custody legislation in Egypt.

My aim here is not to find a flawless model, but rather a guiding model advocating for a law reform in Egypt which the best interest of the child is not held and used as a positive term in Egyptian adjudications, leaving the judge's discretion with his culture and beliefs over the child's fate. The chapter begins with reflection on Australia model and the guiding criteria they are following in custody disputes, followed by discussing the reforms in Tunisia, concluded by some psychosocial models adopted in certain courts in the United States and I finalize the chapter by proposing some amendments in the custody rules.

A- Australia Model

The Australia Model reflects an advance model of having clear guiding criteria to consider the child at the center of the judge adjudication after marriage dissolution. In child-related cases, particularly post-separation disputes, the family court in Australia experimented with non-adversarial methods of engaging both litigating couples and the children's voices. This was advocated by Chisholm, a former academic lawyer who is now a Family Court judge.119 Chisholm observed that children's voices were almost non-existent,

---

118 Holden & Williamson Supra 70 at 1163.

and that child participation should be considered a basic human right.\textsuperscript{120} And the reason behind this denial of children's voice is that the lack of research-based knowledge and skills to represent children in the legal practices as noted by Kelly and Moloney.\textsuperscript{121}

The principle of the Best interest of the child is enshrined in the Australian Family Law Act (1975) (FLA). The significance about this model is that the legislator set a criteria by which the best interest of the child is measured. Where several parameters are defined for evaluating BIC, it is assumed that decisions are made using the rational actor model, which involves the aggregation and weighting of all applicable data before making a decision.\textsuperscript{122}

The FLA requires that the court should act to protect the children and promote their welfare.\textsuperscript{123} The best interest of the child is considered to be the primary consideration in all relevant matters. The FLA states “…to ensure that children receive adequate and proper parenting to help them achieve their full potential, and to ensure that parents fulfil their duties, and meet their responsibilities, concerning the care, welfare and development of their children”\textsuperscript{124}.

In Australia’s Family Law, the term "best interest of the child" has been thoroughly investigated.\textsuperscript{125} Given the debate over the meaning of the word "best interest." Australia's Family Law and its narrow interpretation, The importance of making a list of considerations to decide the child's best interests was emphasised by FLA, which began with the child's involvement in communicating his or her desires and wishes. However, Justice Chisholm questioned the court's ability to decide the child's best interests, especially in legal procedural matters such as divorce. He went on to say that the goal is unclear.\textsuperscript{126}

The High Court gave great leeway to concerns for the best interests of the child in the Family Law Reform Act (1995). In Division 10 of the 1975 Australian Family Law legislation, there
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was a list of considerations that concerned independent representation of the child's interests. The list of factors acts as a guideline criteria to be taken into consideration in the judges adjudications.

(A) Any wishes expressed by the child and any factors (such as the child’s maturity or level of understanding) that the court thinks are relevant to the weight it should give to the child’s wishes;

(b) The nature of the relationship of the child with each of the child’s parents and with other persons;

(c) The likely effect of any changes in the child’s circumstances, including the likely effect on the child of any separation from:

(i) either of his or her parents; or

(ii) any other child, or other person, with whom he or she has been living;

(d) the practical difficulty and expense of a child having contact with a parent and whether that difficulty or expense will substantially affect the child’s right to maintain personal relations and direct contact with both parents on a regular basis;

(e) the capacity of each parent, or of any other person, to provide for the needs of the child, including emotional and intellectual needs;

(f) the child’s maturity, sex and background (including any need to maintain a connection with the lifestyle, culture and traditions of Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders) and any other characteristics of the child that the court thinks are relevant;

(g) the need to protect the child from physical or psychological harm caused, or that may be caused, by:

(i) being subjected or exposed to abuse, ill-treatment, violence or other behaviour; or

(ii) being directly or indirectly exposed to abuse, ill-treatment, violence or other behaviour that is directed towards, or may affect, another person;

(h) the attitude to the child, and to the responsibilities of parenthood, demonstrated by each of the child’s parents;

(i) any family violence involving the child or a member of the child’s family;

(j) any family violence order that applies to the child or a member of the child’s family;

(k) whether it would be preferable to make the order that would be least likely to lead to the institution of further proceedings in relation to the child;

This is not an exhaustive list; the best interests of the child were recognized in many other aspects of the law by the Family Law. It also pays careful attention to the child's well-being in matters of separation, acknowledging that the child's interests in parenting orders are the most significant things to consider.

According to a survey of 710 legal and professionals practitioners in the field of the child and family Law in Australia, the majority of the factors outlined in the BIC criteria are significant, with some things rating higher than others.\(^\text{128}\)

The meaningful bond between the child and both parents is one of the significant factors that is considered in court decisions but is not taken into account in other rules. As a result of the incorporation of this feature, the value of a healthy relationship with both parents was recognised by the legislature.

The importance of this research is that it shows the legal rationale behind the decision which provides more consistency in the adjudication.

Last but not least, legal, social, and psychological data’s ability to predict child outcomes can be constrained in the best interests of the child; however, communication between multiple stakeholders (Australian child and family law practitioners, including lawyers, child protection officers, family counsellors, and court experts) is critical.

Through different reading in Australian Family Law particularly in marital disputes over children, I can say that the studies through Law professionals, Psychologist, social workers, and judges have been so extensive.

Whereby, 2000 professionals and non-professional opted for changes that would take decision-making process in a non-adversarial direction in post-divorce arrangement as reported by the House of Representatives Inquiry in 2003.\(^\text{129}\)

Efforts to improve the quality of the decision making process in manner that is consistent with best interest of the child became has been recognized by the Attorney General’s Department

\(^\text{128}\) Harmer and Delahunty, see Supra 123.
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in 2001 and 2003. Thus, a child in focus program was funded and other program named Changing the Face of the Practice aimed to provide training to legal practitioners about the child-focused and child-inclusive practices. The goal of these efforts is to support the child’s needs after separation in more practical with evidence-based approach rather than depending on narrow term of the (BI)

The key takeaway from Australian model is that the court recognized the urgency of moving away from the vagueness of (BI) which does not add any weight in the decision making process and move towards consistent criteria which is child-focused.

A. Tunisia Model

Tunisia has a unique position for the personal status law compared to the other Muslim Jurisdictions. The reforms in personal status Law in 1950’s have showed a departure from Islamic legal doctrine. This was clear in 1960’s when the term BI was announced to be the paramount consideration in custody cases particularly after marriage dissolution. This transformation came earlier than the ratification of UNCRC convention. The decision making process in custody related matters reflected some development even beyond the term (BI). While the Tunisian Law remains to adopt the Islamic legal aspects of custody and guardianship which entails a division between the two genders in the parenting functions.

Regardless of the justifications for the reform in custody law, it is clear that some of these reforms departed from conventional Islamic presumptive rules and placed some emphasis on the child's well-being following the separation of parents.

In 1966, the Tunisian legislature made a significant reform in which the term (maslahat al-mahdun) the child's interest was first introduced as a decisive factor in the attribution of child custody. In the same year, the rule of ending the mother’s right of custody at certain age was abolished. Such a reform increased the mother’s right to child-care and reinforced the nuclear family. However, the reason for this change is that deciding on custody solely on the basis of age can lead to risky circumstances, such as separating a child from their familiar
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environment and requiring them to live in a new one, potentially upsetting their moral and affective equilibrium.

In 1981, the Tunisian legislature modified the law on child custody, allowing a child to live with their mother if she remarried as long as it was in the child’s best interests. Also, in 1993, the legislator decided that if the father is incapable of guardianship - which is considered in Islamic Law as a right for the father only- the mother should be granted (Wilaya) and this to promote the child’s education and the management of his/her financial affairs. Another significant reform in child protection code in 1992, is that this code allows the parents to file an appeal against the temporary measures taken in the course of divorce proceedings.

In 2006, the legislator picked up the topic of childcare again: Article 66 bis grants visiting rights to grandparents in case of the death of one of the parents, when this is in the interest of the child. In this way, the regime recognized the importance of the extended family.

The legislator also observed that the lengthy legal process in divorce proceedings may negatively impact a child’s education and basic needs. As a result, the judge takes responsibility for making immediate decisions to protect the child's private interests in the name of public order.\textsuperscript{133} Given that the general family system's protective role is focused on protecting the family unit on the one hand, and on protecting each family member against the rest of the family on the other.

As long as the divorce case is pending, these immediate decisions will remain temporary. The judge can revisit the family by making amendments to it on his own initiative or at the request of the spouses, and immediate decisions are always subject to consideration of the child's best interests, which must always take precedence over all other considerations. For example, if it is proved to the judge at some point during the dispute that the father intentionally claims an income that is less than the true one, he will be entitled to pay alimony that is greater than the one he was sentenced to in the first ruling.\textsuperscript{134}

This glimpse on the reform in custody rules in Tunisia reveals the direction of having legal decision that may act in the interest of the child as for example the assignment of guardianship to the custodian mother in case the father shows negligence to the child’s property. The second direction is having more flexible legislation far from the rigid legal
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school thoughts (Hanafi madhib) in the termination of custody ages. This does not deny that fact that the decision-making process of all child-related matters should stay as area needs to be re-visited.

**B. A way forward in the Egyptian Custody adjudications**

I propose a new paradigm for child custody adjudications in Egypt by reflecting on designed models aimed at improving child-custody adjudications decision making process. However, I believe that custody rules in Egypt are currently focusing on two subjects (Termination of custody age and Visitation right). This was revealed in the modifications that took place from Law No.1 in 1985 until Law No.4 in 2005 was evident in the heated debate sparked by the new draft of the Personal Status Law in February 2021.135 Whereas the proposed amendments remain far from a child-centered approach and appear to be more of a conflict between the interests of two genders, and who will benefit the most from this battle?

The consideration of all these stakeholders in the process of reform since the dimension of the psychological well-being of the best interest of the child is extremely critical within the context of dissolution. As Batt convenes in his article that the main aim of giving weight to the psychological dimension is to see how the abstract BI as a legal standard can be implemented to produce more reasonable and consistent outcomes in child custody adjudications. 136

Batt introduced two paradigms, the first of which was developed by Joseph Goldstein, Anna Freud, and Albert Solnit and is known as the “Beyond the Best Interest” (BBI) model, which has had a significant impact on family law decision-making.

The second model as Batt discussed also benefits those who are involved in the process of resolving child custody disputes. The second model created by Erik Erikson (the
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psychoanalytic humanist)\textsuperscript{137} it is called the psycho-social developmental best interests model. As Batt noted that this model has attracted the attention of persons in the child custody disputes.\textsuperscript{138} In the coming lines, I will reflect on two models as a direction to be considered in custody law reform since both models are articulated as guidelines for legal decision-making and their efforts are truly influential as two jurisprudential paradigms.\textsuperscript{139} The significance about these models is that they are study of legal reality directed decision-making models.\textsuperscript{140} For a true reform, such models should be considered to enlighten the decision-making process in child-custody disputes where the psychological and social dimensions are of essentials in the child’s wellbeing. My aim is not adopt certain models as much as I argue that a direction towards identical paradigms is essential. And a glimpse on these models will push the way forward in custody disputes in the Egyptian Law.

1. Beyond the best interest BBI Model

This model is rooted in psychoanalysis which has been a part of Yale Law school’s interdisciplinary program of legal studies.\textsuperscript{141}

The main idea behind the BBI model is that the child's psychological well-being is of paramount importance in the decision-making process of custody adjudications.\textsuperscript{142} This has been discussed in relation to the failure of judicial and legislative decision-makers to give weight to and comprehend the significance of the child’s psychological and emotional needs.\textsuperscript{143} The reason behind this psychological direction is to protect the child’s right of freedom of choice and the importance of Law to evaluate this reality. The BBI decision-
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making paradigm places great emphasis on the child's need for continuity of relationship with people who act to humanize the child.\textsuperscript{144}

To reflect more on this model and show how it can be practical in current custody adjudications and give the court a direction to determine the best interest of the child away from subjectivity, two concepts need to be highlighted “psychological parent” and “Their guidelines”. The first term is the core of BBI paradigm which view the importance of attachment in the normal psychological development.\textsuperscript{145} The latter refers to the people who make legal decisions. As stated in previous chapters, text law and presumptive Shari'a rules do not provide clear and consistent insights into what is best for the child, particularly in marriage dissolutions. This confirms that this area of legislation requires extensive research because decision makers are still unable to recognize interpersonal relationships and make long-term predictions in child-to-parent situations.\textsuperscript{146} And the inability for long-term predictions by law can later impose serious consequences on child’s education, health care, religious up-brining, visitation arrangements,…..etc.\textsuperscript{147}

The BBI model tried to introduce more progressive test rather than the traditional indeterminate “best interest of the child” standard.\textsuperscript{148}

\textbf{2. Erik Eriskon Model}\textsuperscript{149}

In this psychosocial development model, Erikson considered three important factors to be taken into consideration in the custody decision making process. Which mainly focused on the stages of child’s development. I believe that giving weight to these factors would give insights for the resolutions of the custody age termination dilemma in the Egyptian

1- The age of attachment and the formation of basic trust during the first years of child’s life

2- The years of autonomy of the child
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\textsuperscript{149} Batt, supra 136 at 677-685.
3- The Expansion level where the child is more exposed to social realm
4- The learning age whereas the child is moving to school environment and further knowledge
5- Who am I? stage: Adolescence stage and the struggle of identity which between age twelve and eighteen

These models can give us insights to consider other measures in custody decision making process in Egypt since it is obvious that there is a lack in a research-based program in the area of custody adjudications in Egypt and how the decision-making process in custody disputes is articulated should be invested in.

Not only that, but also what qualities, experiences, and knowledge do judges need in the field of child protection to be able to make decisions with a child-centered approach rather than a subjective one? What is the effectiveness of the role of psychiatrist and social workers added in Law No. 10 for 2004? Do they really help the judge to take the decisions based on the interest of the child?

D - Current gaps and key recommendation suggestions

Although there are clear areas in Egyptian custody rules that require rigorous reform, the greatest effort remains to be made on the rationale of the decision-making process. Some of areas where any law reform remains silent are as follows:¹⁵⁰

1- The protracted litigation of maintenance cases following divorce, which has a negative impact on the child's well-being. And the judge's limitless discretion in deciding on alimony, which have implications for the best interests of the child in terms of covering basic daily needs, as evidenced by the inconsistency of alimony decrees.¹⁵¹

Recommendation: Establishment of a summary circuit particularly to decide on the maintenance cases within a maximum of one month. Secondly, the decision on the amounts to be allocated for the maintenance by the judge should be evidence based to ensure the financial rights of the child. This can be done through the court's order to have access to the bank accounts, assets authorities of the guardian and exclude the related legislations of personal data protection in custody issues

¹⁵⁰ Supra 98.
¹⁵¹ Id.
1- Transfer of guardianship to the custodian if the guardian is found to be negligent and has abused the children’s financial rights, or even if he dies.

Recommendation: It is proposed that the custodian can also be granted the guardianship rights with respect to travel, education and financial matters of the child. The objective here is to preserve the welfare of the child.

2- Financial rights such as (kindergarten fees, school uniform fees, school bus fees) are not enshrined in law and are left to the discretion of judges, who in most cases do not serve the best interests of the child. While it is acknowledged in judicial precedents and some judges refer to them, it is not mainstreamed among the custody adjudications and also based on the judge’s perspective. This shows inconsistency and indeterminacy of the adjudications. To illustrate, the text law refers only to the education fees starting from primary stages which starts from 6-years and remains silent about the pre-educational stages fees. This completely violates the right of the child for education in early developmental stages.

Recommendation: it is proposed that any coming amendments should include the education right in early childhood and not to be left to the power of the judge who might give this right based on judicial precedents or ignore that right at all.

6- The organization of vision rights is discriminatory. To elaborate more, if the one of the parents - most probably the mother who is the custodian - did not commit to the visionary schedule the judge drop-off of custodian right from the mother while the law remains silent about the absence of the father from the vision commitment. This could have a great negative consequences on the psychological well-being of the child who waited for long time to see his father with no avail.

Recommendation: Vision rights of both parents should be respected and the law should have an equality position from both parents who do not comply to the vision rights to protect the well-being of the child.

The mentioned gaps in the current custody rules are not exclusive, however, it shows the need of Law reform in custody area that remain rigid long time depending on presumptive Shari’a rules and unclear western modern terms like BI. While in reality, the decisions are greatly influenced by the subjectivity of the judges based on their culture and individual opinions and in some times based on their Islamic Madhib. In addition, for any custody reform, it is essential to see who proposes the reform and their background. For example, the last law draft is proposed by individual MPs, Egypt’s state women’s council, and religious
institutions like Al-Azhar.\textsuperscript{152} However, in child-related matter, the inclusion of child protection specialists, psychologists, psychiatrists, legal practitioners and social workers are of great importance.

At the end, my stand is not to evaluate these models, rather than advocating for a holistic a decision centered model which permit insights into the complexities of custody disputes and to move away from the limitless discretionary power of the judge.

V. Conclusion

In both Western and Muslim countries, custody laws are governed by indefinite legal terms and presumptive rules, as shown in this thesis. BI is still enshrined in many national statutes, with judges being given no specific guidelines. This gives the judge a lot of discretion in making custody decisions, and it also allows for subjective interpretation of the law.

Furthermore, the presumptive rules in Islamic Shari'a provided a variety of rules across various legal schools (madahib) to give judges more flexibility in their decisions. However, the welfare of the child's definition was limited to Do No Harm instead of pursuing benefit.\textsuperscript{153}

Although these presumptive rules are still considered to be followed and referred to in custody adjudications, it was necessary to question them in this paper to prove that they are not divine and can be rebutted. Custody laws in Egypt are narrowly based on the age of termination of custody and the order of the father in the custodians arrangement. This was evident while tracing the changes in Egyptian custody laws after Law No. 100 in 1985. The rigidity of custody adjudications based solely on the Hanafi madhab and using the BI definition without any specific guiding criterion was aided by this narrow perspective.

Through this paper, it has become clear that a research-based consideration of children's interests after marriage dissolution should be a priority in Egypt's custody law reforms. This is to avoid the subjective legal opinions that may have a negative long-term impact on the child's life. As a result, custody decisions should be evidence-based, and a child-centered paradigm should be established, with psychological and social professionals participating in the decision-making process to provide insight into the complexities of the best interests of the child.

\textsuperscript{152} https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/357467/Egypt/Politics-/A-guide-to-the-proposed-amendments-to-Egyps-famil.aspx

\textsuperscript{153} Fekry, supra 19 at 230